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Warm Foot Checklist

How to Keep Your Feet Warm in Winter
Don't let cold feet keep you from the outdoors.
Almost any weather can be enjoyed with the right
gear and some know-how.

1- Add Layers to Your Whole Body
Our first line of defense against cold feet
is to keep the rest of the body warm. A
cold core (head, chest, back and belly,
results in blood not going to our hands
and feet. When our core is toasty, warm
blood reaches our extremities while also
ensuring protecion to our vital organs.

Extremities:
The body's last
priority for
blood flow in a
cold
environment.

2- Extra Insulation for Your Lower
Legs
Wear tall socks and tall boots. This makes a surprising
difference, keeping your blood warm on its way to
your feet. Leg warmers and gaiters are also a good
idea. Be carful to not wear anything too tight - that
might slow the warm blood from reaching your toes.

Core:
Our bodies
restrict
blood to
extremities
to keep our
vital organs
warm.

Warm body =
warm feet!
If your feet are
cold bundle up
so your body
can release
warm blood to
your
extremities.

I teach wilderness skills and crafts that people can take home to create a deeper connection to Nature in their daily lives.
My classes are accessible, gentle and supportive of everyone’s own unique gifts.
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3- Wear Wool or Synthetic Fibers
Wool and synthetics provide warmth even when wet. Wool was designed
by nature to keep sheep warm in all conditions. Cotton looses all its
insulating properties with a little moisture so NO cotton!

4- Good Footwear is a Must!
Follow these rules for happy feet:
Water resistant in wet or slushy
conditions
Breathable so sweat can escape
(wet feet are cold feet)
Not so tight to restrict blood
flow when wearing socks
Extra insulation in the sole to
protect from the cold ground
Wool or synthetic socks (they
keep some insulting properties
even when wet)

Water
resistant and
breathable

Loose fit to allow
for good blood
flow

Wool or synthetic
socks, these still
insulate when wet

Well insulated

Extra insulation on
floor of boot to
protect from heat
lost to the ground

Chemical toe
warmers if
necessary

Bonus Body Hack

Willing to trade short periods of feeling cold for a more comfortable winter?
Try acclimatizing your feet to lower temperatures.
As the weather gets cooler in Autumn go outside barefoot. A few minutes at a time often enough is
can be all it takes. Let your feet feel a little cool, nothing extreme, and in time your system will learn
to keep itself warm.
I teach wilderness skills and crafts that people can take home to create a deeper connection to Nature in their daily lives.
My classes are accessible, gentle and supportive of everyone’s own unique gifts.

